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SRINAGAR: While taking part in the
concluding program here of Bharat Jodo Yatra led
by Rahul Gandhi from Kanyakumari to Kashmir
on January 30, General Secretary of the Communist
Party of India

Unite and Fight for Liberation of Nation from BJP Raj

Our Special
Correspondent

D Raja made an
appeal to all secular
democratic parties to
move together and put
up a fight unitedly to
liberate the nation from
BJP Raj.

Braving the heavy
snowfall and biting cold,
Rahul Gandhi and
Mallikarjun Kharge,
along with several other
leaders representing
different parties
addressed the gathering.

CPI leader D Raja was
the first speaker. He
congratulated and

greeted Rahul Gandhi
for his determination
and dedication for
undertaking such a long
and difficult yatra to
uphold the unity and
harmony among the
people at a challenging
time.

Paying rich tributes
and homage to Mahatma
Gandhi on his
martyrdom day, D Raja
pointed out that the
greatest message of
Gandhi’s life is religious
harmony and Hindu-
Muslim unity. He
pointed out that now the
yatra was over, we have
think it over what was to
be done next.

D Raja recalled how in
the national liberation
struggle, there was unity
among all, and each one
made sacrifices. Finally
the country was liberated
from the British raj.

The situation today

demands that all secular
democratic forces must
come together and fight
to liberate the nation
from right wing fascist
forces. We all must work
together to defeat BJP to
save the Nation,

Constitution and
Democracy.

The appeal made by
the CPI General Secretary
D Raja drew enthusiastic
response from the crowd
and leaders on the dais.

The National Secretariat of the Communist Party of India issued the
following statement on February 1, 2023:

The National Secretariat of the Communist Party of India strongly criticises
the Union Budget 2023-24 as it fails to take note of rising unemployment,
increasing inequality, inflation and emerging multi-dimensional rural crisis.
The Budget neglects the ground realities of economy and is an attempt to
strengthen the perception that everything is ok with the economy.

The allocations provided for education, health, MNREGA, food security
and other social sectors are absolutely inadequate and will be a big blow
to the toiling masses pushing them towards greater vulnerability and
exposing them to hunger and devastation.

The allocation on agriculture has been reduced by Rs. 8,500 crores when
farmers are suffering from high input costs. No attempt is made in the budget
to help them. The capital subsidy on MSMEs is not clear leading to false
claims.

Food subsidy is reduced from Rs. 2.8 lakh crore to Rs. 1.97 lakh crore.
ICDS allocation is kept the same as last year’s, taking inflation into
consideration the allocation is less than last year’s. The allocation for NREGS
was Rs. 89,000 crores for the year 2022-2023 but now it has been reduced to
Rs. 60,000 crores in this budget. Thus, all social sector allocations are reduced.

The budget is an anti-people, anti-development and unrealistic one and
inadequate for meeting the present needs.

CPI on Union Budget 2023-24

CPI General Secretary D Raja hoisting the
National Flag on January 26, 2023 in the central
party headquarters, Ajoy Bhavan, as part of the
nationwide celebrations of the day. The day was

observed as the ‘Save Constitution Day.’

CPI General Secretary D Raja and Rahul Gandhi along with
other party leaders in Srinagar
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EditorialEditorialEditorialEditorialEditorial
Mahatma Gandhi was shot by Godse

on January 30, 1948, when he was coming
to his prayer meeting and had succumbed
to the bullets. The killing itself was an
expression of the ultimate fear, a fear of
getting uprooted from the mass
consciousness.The very fact that
insecurity,like ever haunting demon, kept
underlining their own inability to face the
challenge it posed, is still alive as the
forces that claimed the exclusivity of
majoritarian forces.

The day hasoffered again an
opportunity to know about Gandhiji
more and also strengthen thedeliberation
on the continuing role of communalism
against our civilizational ingredients, that
are diversity and pluralism, against our
basic constitutional structure of secular,
democratic principles. Assassination of
Mahatma itself sets an example of the
immensity of threat it posed to the
majoritarian Hindutva forces, that he had
to be physically annihilated. Despite the
fact that the light was thus quenched, the
challenge remains as true and formidable
as it ever was to the communal ideology.

The attempts to counter the communal
lashing, there has always been the
struggle unleashed on ideological level
which goes even against the state power
that tries to contain it with banning books,
silencing media, holding back the surging
waves with threats of incarceration for
years without holding trials, and in many
more other ways, though not always
succeeding.

After independence, India emerged as
a nation striving to keep its
multiculturalism alive. Communalism,
as a challenge, remained a major threat.

In the era of colonial rule, communal
ideology was used as an instrument to
promote any initiation based on a politics
of divide and rule. It was helped in this
effort by the state regime which also used
brutal repression to suppress any non-
violent civil disobedience that was
launched irrespective of the community
or creed of those taking part. It’s one major

The Last Victory of Bapu
example was Dandi March against the Salt
Act, in 1930, launched by Gandhiji, bringing
forth his peaceful militancy, or non-violence
and fearlessness, the weapons he had
conjured for universal peace, of which was
struggle for national liberation a part.

Twenty five thousand volunteers,
unaware of the community or creed of their
comrades in arms, were almost arriving as
one at the Dharasana Salt Works, not far from
Dandi as part of Gandhi ji led Salt
Satyagraha.

In complete silence the Gandhi men drew
up and halted a hundred yards from the
stockade. A picked column advanced from
the crowd, waded the  ditches, and
approached the barbed-wire stockade.

Suddenly there was a blunt shout, and
the policemen fell upon the advancing
marchers raining blows on their heads with
their steel-shod lathis. Not one of the
marchers even raised an arm to fend off the
blows. Skulls were unprotected and
the clubs kept raining. The next line of
marchers, with bated breath, awaited their
turn.

Those struck down fell sprawling,
unconscious or writhing with fractured
skulls or broken shoulders. The
survivors, without breaking ranks, silently
and doggedly marched on until struck
down.

They marched steadily, with heads
up. The police rushed out and methodically
and mechanically beat down the second
column. There was no fight, no struggle; the
marchers simply walked forward till struck
down.

What had the Satyagrahis accomplished?
They did not take the Works; nor was the
Salt Act formally abolished in its entirety.
But this, the world began to realize, was not
the point.The Salt Satyagraha had
demonstrated to the worldthe
nearlyflawless use of a newinstrument of
peaceful militancy.

Gandhiji might have said, Asia could
now look Europe in the eye, not more,
notless.

It was the culmination of Salt
Satyagraha, on April 6, 1930.

Gandhiji had said the salt tax causes
great hardship to the poor. Therefore,
wherever salt can be made, poor people
may certainly manufacture for themselves
and risk the penalty.

He looked at the world and also India
as the phenomenon where at the centre is
the consciousness of the masses, as
essence. This consciousness was to evolve
with the strength of fearlessness and non-
violence.

The communal clash in Noakhali of
Bengal and presence of Gandhiji on the
spot was also one example of how he felt
one with all the grieving masses. He had
said, “It is to demonstrate the efficacy of
that way I have come here. If Noakhali is
lost, India is lost.” He believed in change
and was always torn with despair in this
race of keeping up with time.

When replying to Louis Fischer, his
biographer, who wrote ‘The Life of
Mahatma Gandhi’, and asked him to
elaborate on how he actually saw his
impending civil disobedience, he had said,
“In the villages, the peasant will stop
paying the taxes. They will make salt
despite official prohibition. This seems a
small matter, salt tax yields only a paltry
sum to British government. But the refusal
to pay will give the peasants the courage
to think that they are capable of
independent action. Their next step will
be to seize the land. In fact land belongs
to those who work on it. There could be
violence or no violence. There may be
fifteen days of chaos, but I think that we
could bring that under control. It would
be confiscation without compensation to
the landlords.”

He also said, “I have presented the
working class the truth that true capital
is not gold or silver but the labour of their
hands and feet and their intelligence. Once
labour develops that awareness, it would
not need any my presence to enable it to
make use of power that it will release.”

That was Gandhiji taking up the essence
and phenomenon both.

The National
Secretariat of the
Communist Party of
India issued the
following statement on
January 28, 2023,
demanding a thorough
probe into Adani deals:

The National
Secretariat of the
Communist Party of

CPI Demands Thorough Probe into Adani Deals
India has been
repeatedly pointing out
that the pro-corporate
and pro-big business
policies adopted by the
RSS-BJP combine
government led by
Narendra Modi are
resulting in the loot of
national and natural
assets by Adani and

others. The public sector
enterprises including
LIC have been asked by
the Modi government to
invest in Adani
companies’ shares.

The Adani group is
now having control over
seaports, airports and
profit-making public-
sector enterprises. The

sudden growth of Adani
group after Modi came to
power is proof of the
patronage received from
the government. The
investors including the
average Indian investor
and the public sector
units are already under
heavy loss due to
alleged manipulations
by the Adani group.

The CPI demands
thorough probe into all
the deals of Adani group
by competent authorities
so that further loss can be
averted. Party also
demands exemplary
punishment to all those
responsible for the loot
of the national and
natural assets.
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Forbes, world’s
financial news daily
declared (September,
2022), Gautam Adani as
the second richest in
global rich list, with a
fortune estimated to be
155.5 billion Dollar on
Forbe’s Real time
billionaire rankings.
Then during this week
credible American
financial investigating
firm Hindenburg
Research revealed a
saga of stock
manipulations and
accounting frauds of
Adani empire, India’s
biggest crony capitalist.
As result, by January 31,
morning, Adani group
had lost around more
than Rs. 5.2 lakh crore
(65 billion dollar) and
lost  nearly 25 percent of
its market value of
shares of his biggest
companies plummeting
steeply  following the
release of  the nearly 160
pages long report of
Hindenburg Research.

Generous Loans
and looting

During the period of
nine years of its rule,
Modi government   has
privatized and gifted
away several public
assets starting from sea
ports, airports,
highways, coal imports,
power plants, cement,
gas and solar projects to
Adani group at throw
away prices even with
single tenders away
from any potential
competitors.  Adani was
facilitated with huge
funds from public
institutions like SBI and
LIC to acquire these
assets. These public
sector banks gave away
loans running in to tens
and thousands of crores
of rupees on mere

Bursting Bubble of Adani Empire
Exposes Loot of India

Dr Soma Marla‘GOOD WILL’ of Adani
group, without seeking
any security guarantees.
This became possible on
account of Adani’s
closest nexus with the
Indian regime. Can we
imagine the same
treatment mooted to a
self employed small
entrepreneur or farmer
seeking a petty crop loan.

The massive fraud can
potentially jeopardize
the entire financial

system of the country.
According to media
reports, losses have been
running in to thousands
of crores of rupees
belonging to SBI and LIC
which form financed
huge projects of Adani
group, with more than Rs
2 lakh crore ‘debt’ (based
on the estimate of
financial year ending
March 2022) of Adani,
out of this amount, 40
percent is from Indian
public sector banks and
financial institutions
including LIC and SBI.
LIC alone had invested
Rs. 77,000 crore in the
inflated shares of Adani
of which Rs 23500 crore

had already been lost
within four days starting
from January 30.  State-
owned banks have lent
twice as much to the
Adani Group as private
banks. Obviously, the
hard-earned savings of
millions of Indian
depositors are at risk.
However, Adani group
could not provide
substantial answers to

point wise charges of
Hindenburg and termed
them malicious aimed at
thwarting rising India’s
success story. It appears
Adani is trying to
sidetrack the serious
fraud and loot by
draping national flag
under nationalism.

Nexus between
Crony Capitalism
and BJP regime

Adani bubble, which
is based on financial
speculation and stock
jobbing together with the
gobbling up of public
wealth and bank money,
was  further facilitated by
his close proximity to

state power over the last
two decades. In 2001,
Adani was a small
business man compared
with Ambani, whose
wealth at that time was
500 times that of Adani.
Since then, with
patronage from Modi,
Adani transformed as
India’s biggest corporate
and as world’s third
richest billionaire.

Being a college drop-
out, starting his career by
setting up a commodity

trading business in the
1980s, it was the
l i b e r a l i s a t i o n -
globalisation regime of
the 1990s that enabled
Adani to set up the
Mundra port in 1995. In
2002, the total worth of
the main holding
company of Adani was
just 70 million dollar. But
within a span of just a
decade, Adani could
gallop his wealth to
20000 million dollar(a
growth of 300 times),
quite unprecedented in
corporate history,
according to Forbes!  In
eight years of corporate-
saffron regime of Modi,
Adani’s wealth has

reportedly grown by 800
percent. In 2019, for
example, the group
bought all of a batch of six
airports being privatised
by the government, after
rule changes allowed a
company with no prior
experience to swiftly
become one of India’s
largest airport groups.
Adani borrowing from
banks is based on one
business to finance
expansion into new ones.
Adani developed a port
and special economic
zone in Mundra, Gujarat,
that was to grow into one
of India’s largest and a
hub of his business
empire, with facilities
like a coal-to-plastic
factory and a copper
smelter on site. Adani
has pushed heavily into
renewable energy,
Adani Greens, aligning
himself with the
government’s ambitious
decarbonisation goals,
while remaining one of
India’s biggest operators
of coal-fired power
plants. He is
collaborating with
French firm ‘ Total
Energy’ to produce ‘
Green Hydrogen’ with an
investment of  20 billion
dollar. Recently, he
acquired a major share in
the leading broadcaster
NDTV — a move to
silence liberal
journalism and further
shrink freedom of free
speech. A blatant act to
strengthen  cronyism.

Finance Capital and
Speculation Adani,
India’s biggest crony
capitalist, could very fast
balloon his financial
corporate empire solely
due to Modi regime’s far-
right neoliberal policies
such as  liberal tax,
labour and

On Page 12

Haifa Port in Israel acquired by Adani
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Half-naked rally was
taken out  on January 26
by opposition parties
demanding withdrawal
of GO No.1, which is
suppressing democratic
rights by banning rallies
by political parties, trade
unions, kisan
organisations, youth
and students
organisations, human
rights and civil rights
organisations, lawyers,
women organisations
etc.

The huge rally was led
by K Ramakrishna, state
secretary, CPI, D
Jagadeeshwar, AP  state
executive member, CPI,
Jaffer, district secretary,
CPI, Tambhoopal,
district secretary, CPI(M),
Dhaadha Gandhi, state
Congress leader,

The National Secretariat of the Communist Party
of India issued the following statement on January
30, 2023:

The National Secretariat of the Communist Party
of India strongly condemns the statement of UP
chief minister Yogi Adityanath that equates
Sanatan Dharma with nationalism.

Giving the status of national religion to a
particular religion is unconstitutional and
condemnable. Freedom fighters from all
backgrounds unitedly fought against the British.
With this unity we moved towards a secular
democratic system. RSS was dividing people then
and keeps continuing even now.

This is against the spirit of Indian Constitution
and expresses true character of RSS-BJP combine
to undermine the secular fabric of the Constitution.

We are confident that Indian people who have
for the last 74 years upheld the secular Indian
Constitution will not accept this brazen attack on
its core values.

We appeal to all progressive sections to strongly
defend the core values of the Constitution and
oppose all those who are undermining the
Constitution.

Half-naked Rally at Anantapur
Ram Narsimha Rao

Nariputi Ramana, state
secretary, TDP,
Nagaraju, West
Rayalaseema, MLC
candidate. The leaders
addressed the rally as
chief guests.  In the
beginning leaders
garlanded Dr B R
Ambedkar statue and
took half naked
procession up to
Saptagiri circle
corporation office. 

Ramakrishna in his
address stated that after
Jaganmohan Reddy’s
coming to power,
democracy is being

suppressed. In order to
suppress democracy this
black GO No 1 is being
brought. Even after 75
years of independence of
the nation people do not
have liberty to express
freely. For the last three
and half years, the state
government is creating
hurdles to democratic
movements. Democrats
are being house arrested.
This is nothing but
dictatorial rule of
Jaganmohan Reddy. The
party state council
secretary made it clear

CPI Flays UP CM’s
Equating Sanatan Dharma

with Nationalism

Stick to your knitting
Economic Survey 2022-23 has forecast that India’s growth in

fiscal year 2024 will be in the range of 6-6.8%. This translates
into a baseline growth of 6.5%. IMF’s global economic forecast
said India will grow at 6.1% in 2023-24. The growth forecasts
are largely in line with earlier estimates and in this calendar
year China and India together will account for 50% of the global
growth.

These estimates need to be located in the context of the
prevailing geopolitical uncertainty. The Survey’s range of 0.8
percentage points in GDP forecast is an indicator of it. Three
key developments will impact India’s growth and inflation
trajectories. IMF expects China to return to normalcy after it
abandoned its zero-Covid policy. Consequently, China will not
only be the largest contributor to global growth in 2023, it will
also help the latter perform a little better than forecast earlier.
IMF expects the global economy to grow 2.9% this year. Global
inflation will trend downwards 6.6% this year. This may be an
over 2 percentage point fall but it remains elevated. Some of
the uncertainty in India’s growth-inflation dynamics comes from
China’s return to normalcy.

A highlight of the spending pattern across all levels of
government in the last two years is a shift towards capital
expenditure. For GoI, it has increased from about 12-13% of total
expenditure to almost 16% in 2021-22 and is budgeted at 19%
in 2022-23. This is an essential dimension of fiscal policy as it
can crowd-in private investment as corporate and bank balance
sheets have been repaired. However, if public debt is not
lowered, potential private investment can be crowded out by
high interest rates. Fiscal policy now should focus on
consolidation and stability.

Courtesy: The Times of India

Classroom skew
The Covid-19 pandemic seems to have made the road to

gender equality rockier than before. Reports have documented
that the economic blow of the public health emergency has fallen
disproportionately hard on women — men had more job security,
and could negotiate higher wages, compared to women during
the crisis years. Now the All India Survey of Higher Education
(AISHE) for 2020-21 has revealed that crucial gains made in
closing the gender gap in undergraduate programmes suffered
a setback during the pandemic.

Cultural notions about careers appropriate for women have
traditionally held back their mobility. However, the spurt in
aspirations in recent years exercised a steady influence on the
gender composition of classrooms. In 2014, for instance, for every
100 male students enrolled in undergraduate commerce
programmes, there were 90 female students. This gap was
plugged in 2019. In MBBS and B.Sc programmes, the skew was
addressed a year earlier. The Covid-related setback to gender
equality in college and university classrooms is in contrast to
developments in school education. The ASER report, released
two weeks ago, shows that exigencies of the pandemic have not
diminished parents’ keenness to get their daughters enrolled
in schools. However, in a society where women’s education still
does not receive adequate importance and the burden of caring
for the family falls disproportionately on them, the effect of the
crisis on higher education is telling.

In the wake of the pandemic, the government was quick to
respond to several welfare and equity-related issues. Relief
packages under PMJDY and Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Rozgar
Abhiyaan — ASHA workers were brought under this package
— were announced within days of the lockdown. The SVANIDHI
scheme was launched for street vendors, a large percentage of
whom are women. But the skew in classrooms threatens grim
implications for women’s empowerment, which, in turn, could
have a bearing on the nutrition, health and education of future
generations.

Courtesy: The Indian Express

On Page 12
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T he meeting of first working group on health
under India’s G-20 presidency was held at
Thiruvananthapuram on January 18, 2023 to

discuss about the global health concerns. The focus
of discussion was bound to be around pandemic
and response to it at various levels. The discussion
in the meeting as reported was on pandemic
management, emergency preparedness and
vaccinations. Also under discussion were the issues
of increasing antimicrobial resistance, developing
blue print for vaccines, therapeutics and
diagnostics. There was also discussion on
harmonising a global network for countries through
consensus on digital health and to mobilise funds
for the same. In addition concerns were expressed
over ensuring safe effective quality and affordable
medicines and medical equipment.  

G-20 Health Agenda and India’s Concerns 
Dr Arun Mitra 

The G-20 is a
heterogeneous group of
countries at different
level of economic
development including
Australia, Canada,
United Kingdom, United
States, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, Republic of
Korea, European Union,
Saudi Arabia, China,
Russia, Argentina,
Brazil, South Africa,
Mexico, Turkey, India
and Indonesia. In the
economic development,
countries of the G-20
have different rankings.
Whereas India and
Indonesia belong to the
lower middle income
group countries,
Argentina, Brazil, China,
South Africa, Mexico,
Russia and Turkey
belong to upper middle
income group of
countries. The rest are
from high income group
countries.  So the
priorities in health
agenda of each country
are also different
accordingly. This is
reflected in prevailing
gross inequity already
existing in the healthcare
delivery among the
countries as well as for

the different strata of
population within the
countries representing
G-20.  

Health indicators
among these countries
also vary. For example in
the Global Hunger Index
which is based on the
criteria of inadequate
food supply, child
mortality and child
under-nutrition, India is
at 107 out of 120 countries
compared to Indonesia at
77, South Africa at 59,
Mexico at 42, Argentina
at 31 and Brazil at 27. The
rest of the countries are
among better performers

with the rankings at less
than 17.  

Nutrition is the basic
pre-requisite for good
health. It means to have
sufficient amount of
protein, carbohydrate
and fats as well as

micronutrients like
vitamins and minerals.
For better health it is thus
important to have
sufficient food supply,
sufficient remuneration,
housing and good
e n v i r o n m e n t a l
conditions. It is duty of
the government to
ensure that the entire
population gets its share
of healthy nutrition. That
81 crore people are being
given five kg of food

grains free of cost which
just enough for
subsistence, is a matter of
grave concern. How can
one expect vast majority
to have good health as
the grains only are not
sufficient to fulfill
nutritional requirements
for a good health and
immunity from diseases?

Earlier under the

National Food Security
Act (NFSA)  a family was
entitled to get 50 kg of
grains,  25 kg food free of
cost and rest 25 kg at Rs
3 per kg. This means the
family was spending
only Rs 75  in buying

this.  But under the new
order of the government,
only 25 kg will be given
free and the rest will have
to be purchased at market
price which is no less
than Rs 20 per kg.
This will cause a burden
of Rs 500 per month on
their budget if we
calculate the grain price
at Rs 20 per kilogram. 
This will deprive the
poor of basic food further
adding to malnutrition
and poor health. This is
an important agenda for

our country but
representatives
from the high
income group
countries in the
G-20 may not be
able to
c o m p r e h e n d

this.  
Moreover to have

better health indicators,
it is important to have
more spending on health.
Out of the G-20 countries
India is spending 3.1 per
cent of the GDP on health.
But in terms of spending
on health by the
government it is just 1.28
per cent. The rest of the
spending is by patients
from their pocket. As a
result 60 million people
are pushed to poverty. In
c o m p a r i s o n  B r a z i l
spends 9.59 per cent of th
GDP on health,
Argentina 9.51 per cent,
South Africa 9.11 per
cent, Indonesia 7.58 per
cent, Mexico 5.43 per
cent, China 5.35 per cent,
Turkey 4.34 per cent.
Russian 5.65 per cent, UK
10.15  per cent, Germany
at 11.70 per cent and the
USA at 16.77 per cent.  

Pandemic had a
negative effect on the
situation of jobs and

livelihood. The
government hardly paid
any assistance to the
affected 54 crore workers
and MSMEs, the
nutritional health status
of the low income group
population was affected
adversely. To add to
their woes budget on
Poshan Abhiyan was
reduced from Rs 3,700
crore to Rs 2,700 crore.
These are issues of little
importance to several G-
20 countries. 

The disease pattern is
also quite variable. For
example in 2021, eight
countries accounted for
more than two thirds of
global TB cases: India (28
per cent), Indonesia (9.2
per cent), China (7.4 per
cent). Number of TB
cases in high income
group countries is
minimal in comparison.
Therefore focus has to be
different in different
countries.  

The pandemic has
seen gross inequity in
global vaccine supply.
The vaccine
manufacturers in the high
income countries were
reluctant to supply the
vaccines to small
developing countries. 
They demanded
guarantees from the
recipient countries
which included even
property of the embassy
buildings of those
countries.  

As is evident there are
gross differences in the
health needs of the G-20
countries it is to be seen
how India gets its and
other developing
countries’ concerns
addressed as priority in
the G-20 health agenda.

With gross differences in the
health needs of the G-20 countries
it is to be seen how India and other
developing countries’ concerns are

addressed as priority in the G-20
health agenda 
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Assam unit of the Communist Party of India
along with other left and secular democratic parties
jointly organized 75th anniversary of Gandhiji’s
assassination on January 30, 2023 that was marked
as Protection of Secularism Day in Guwahati. The
renowned intellectual Dr Hiren Gohain took part
in this initiative and explained the importance of
the day. He also elaborated on how the government
has been trying to remove the reflections from the
freedom struggle that strengthened the principles
of secularism and democracy. These were taken as
the basic fabric of our secular democratic system
that was visualised by Mahatma Gandhi. It is this
history that the present government has been trying
to rewrite.

75th Anniversary of Assassination of Mahatma Gandhi

Assam CPI Observes Martyr’s Day
Kanak Gogoi

Dr Hiren Gohain also
alleged that attempts are
made to nullify the
unique contributions of
Gandhiji towards the
national freedom
movement. Attempts are
also there to glorify the
role of the assassin,
Nathuram Godse, who
killed the father of the
nation and to establish

him as the Hero in the
history of India.

Dr Gohain
emphasized that the
stand of Mahatma
Gandhi against
communalism and his
unique role in the
freedom struggle of the
country must be
propagated widely
among people. The

veteran communist
leader from CPI(M)
Hemen Das also
participated in this
program. In his speech,
he criticized the
government of RSS- BJP
combine and said that
they have taken two
pronged policy. On the
one hand they serve
Gandhi and on the other,
they worship Gandhi’s
assassin. This
compromise and
contradiction would
gradually be exposed to
the people of the
country. 

Initially state secretary
of CPI Kanak Gogoi
explained the objectives
of the program. He said
that the BJP RSS
government has

undermined the
Constitution, secularism
and democracy of the
country, polluted the
social sphere and
destroyed the economy
of the country. He
appealed to the people to
fight unitedly against
anti people activities of
the government. 

Munin Mahanta,
member of the national

executive of the CPI,
veteran leader of CPI(M)
Uddhab Barman and
Deven Bhattacharyya,
state leader of CPI(ML)
Pankaj Das and Noren
Bora, and several other
leaders of NCP, Raijor
Dal, LDP, Jatiya
Dal(Asom)and AJP were
also present in this
program.

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has
presented her last full budget, placing it with pomp
as ‘amrut kaal budget’. As usual the bombastic
jugglery of words and encomiums on the Prime
Minister filled the substantial part of her budget
speech. In sum, the budget is woefully  hollow. It
fails to address the crucial issues of employment,
health, education, price rise among others. Except
that there are some handouts with an intention to
woo the electorate, there is nothing aimed at moving
towards a people centric economic growth and
human development. The speech was laced with
falsehood and jugglery. The estimations presented
as achievements were far from true.

The following statement is issued by the AITUC Secretariat on Budget

Budget 2023-24: Unimpressive and Hollow

The seven key
priorities as listed in the
budget such as the
inclusive growth,
reaching the last mile,
youth power etc remain
empty without any
substance further.

None of the real issues
concerning people have
been addressed. Trade
unions have been
demanding old Pension

scheme, Social security
to all, Pension to all,
regularisation of scheme
workers, minimum
wages for the
unorganised sector
workers including the
agricultural workers.
This is a budget that
leaves behind the
interests of the nation, its
94 per cent unorganised
work force who

contribute 60 per cent of
the GDP.

Budget has not
addressed long term
employment and
creation of quality jobs.
Eight million new job
seekers enter the job
market every year.
Unemployment is at its
peak at 34 per cent. 
Budget talks about
demand based skill
development. It comes
with formal education. It
is a flawed approach
lacking in commitment.
Priority of ‘youth power’
fails in reaping the
demographic dividend
of having the highest
youth population. New
courses for Industry aim
at a very small section of
technically educated
youth leaving behind a
large section of the

deserving.
Spending in education

is inadequate. Rate of
primary school
education in India has
fallen drastically. The
budget speaks on
spending on higher
education. It has made a
blue print already to
bring foreign
universities. This
spending seems to match
with that plan to support
higher education.  BJP
has only been allocating
less than three per cent of
GDP on education so far.

There is no health
spending in the budget,
except specific
programme of
eradication of Sickle Cell
Aneamia by 2047.
Reduced public
spending on health has
made poverty accentuate

in India.
Spending on

agriculture is reduced to
the extent of paying
doles to farmers which is
the election year
gimmick. In fisheries,
there are some plans for
future falling short of
b u d g e t a r y
c o m m i t m e n t s .
MGNREGA is a demand
based work. Cut in
allocation for the scheme
deprives nearly 7 crore
job seekers under the
scheme.

Middle class is wooed
with tax exemption up to
7 lakhs. This is a small
section of the formal
salaried work force. This
again is a measure to
attract vote bank.

The relief to women
and senior citizens by

On Page 12

A view of Assam Secretary Kanak Gogoi  and
others observing  Martyr’s Day
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STUDY &
STRUGGLE

Students and teachers in various Union and
state governments’ run Universities
throughout the country have openly come

out against the banning of the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) documentary film on the 2002
Gujarat communal riot. Universities after
universities have defied the government order by
screening the banned documentary bearing the
anger and brutality of the BJP-RSS government.
Several students’ organisations particularly the
Left students’ organisations organised the
screening of the BBC documentary — India: The
Modi Question.

BBC Documentary on Gujarat Riots Indicts Modi

Students in Universities Protest Govt Ban

The communal
pogrom was pre-
planned and
well-coordinated by RSS
and its many other
organisations like
Bajrang Dal, Vishwa
Hindu Parishad,

The international
community is also
watching the
documentary. Already,
the government of US
and Germany has issued
statements in favour of
the documentary and
BBC has refused to
withdraw the
documentary.

The universities in the
forefront were that of
Jamia Millia Islamia
University, Jawaharlal
Nehru University,
Aligarh Muslim
University and
Hyderabad University.
The documentary has
once again indicted
Narendra Modi who was
the chief minister of
Gujarat in 2002. The
documentary shows
strong evidence indicting
Narendra Modi was
responsible for the
communal pogrom
against minority
Muslims. The
government has already
removed the
documentary from the
social media and from
the public domain.

The government with
its anti-democratic
actions, several students
including girls have been
arrested. Scores of
students have been

beaten up and several
have been injured in the
brawl between them and
the police. The police
under the none other
than Amit Shah, the
union home minister has
once again started
brutalising the students
after unlawfully entering
the universities.

The BBC has come
with indictive
documentary movie
against Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in the
2002 Gujarat riots against

the minority Muslims, in
which more than 3000
innocent people have
been killed. It was a
g e n o c i d e / p o g r o m
against a particular
minority community
selectively targeting
them particularly
children and women. In
this riot, children were
butchered and women
were subjected rape and
murder.

Many of the narration
in the documentary are
already in the public

domain. But the
documentary has drawn
the world attention.

The documentary is
based on public
witnesses close to the
victim’s family members,
journalists and
investigating officials.
The documentary has
been focused once again
holding Modi
responsible for the
communal riots killing
not only in Gujarat, when
he was Chief Minister but
he had let loose
communal fringe groups
to terrorise the minority
communities.

As the controversy
over a ban on a
c o n t r o v e r s i a l  
BBC documentary on
Modi grows, the
Supreme Court is set to
hear petitions
challenging the
government move on
February 6.

The first episode of the
BBC documentary
tracked Mr Modi’s first
steps into politics, from
his rise through the ranks
of the BJP to his
appointment as chief
minister of Gujarat.

It highlighted a
previously unpublished
report, obtained by the
BBC from the UK foreign
office, which raises
questions about Modi’s
actions during the
religious riots that broke
out in Gujarat in 2002

after a train carrying
Hindu pilgrims was set
on fire, killing dozens.

More than 3,000
people, mostly
Muslims, died in the
violence, some of the
worst seen in India since
Independence in 1947.
The report claims that
Modi was “directly
responsible” for the
“climate of impunity”
that enabled the
violence.

Provisions of section
144 CrPC have been
imposed outside the
universities. called the
screening of the
documentary “anti-
national” and “sedition”.

That Centre used a law
that cites ‘emergency’
provisions to stop
Indians from watching
the film is ironic because
the ruling BJP and Modi
rightly and frequently
criticise the imposition of

Emergency by former
PM Indira Gandhi.

The Modi
government’s decision
to block all online links
broadcasting a BBC
documentary critical of
the prime minister shows
an administration that is
uncomfortable looking
in the mirror — and is
unwilling to let others
catch a glimpse
either. The documentary
looks back at the horrific
Gujarat riots, Modi, who
was chief minister at the

time, has been cleared by
a Supreme Court-
appointed panel of any
wrongdoing, but
questions over his
conduct during those
days of mayhem and
some of the provocative
comments he made have
lingered. 

Yet it is only the latest
instance of the
government’s rejection
of a fundamental bedrock
of democracy: free and
critical expression.

In a telling interview
to the BBC in 2002, Modi
was asked if he would
have had done anything
differently. He said he
wished he had managed
the media better. Two
decades later, his
government appears to
be faithfully following
that lesson. Modi’s
government has said
that the BBC
documentary reflects a
“colonial mindset”.
There is nothing more
representative of
colonialism than mass
censorship. It may suit
Modi but it has no place
in a modern democracy.

Student activists said
the police acted
violently even though
the intention was for
students to peacefully
watch the documentary.
They also alleged that
“Sanghi goons” —
reference to members of
the BJP’s mentor body
RSS and its wings —
attacked those gathered
for the event too.
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P reambles are the
essence of the
Constitution. It is

the basic structure of the
Constitution. The
objectives specified in it
are the very heart of the
Constitution and nation
as well.

The Preamble says
that people are the
ultimate authority and
the Constitution
emerges from them. In
fact the Preamble
declares that to secure
socio-economic and
political justice to all
citizens, it is imperative
to have freedom of
expression, liberty to
have belief, faith and also
worship, equality of
status and opportunity.

The Resolution
of the Preamble

The Preamble of the
Constitution states, “WE
THE PEOPLE OF
INDIA, having
solemnly resolved to
constitute India into a
( S O V E R E I G N
SOCIALIST SECULAR
D E M O C R A T I C
REPUBLIC) and to
secure to all its citizens:

 JUSTICE, social,
economic, political;

LIBERTY of
thought, expression,
belief, faith and
worship;

EQUALITY of status
and of opportunity;

and to promote
among them all

F R A T E R N I T Y
assuring the dignity of
the individual and (the
unity and integrity of
the Nation;

IN OUR
C O S T I T U E N T
ASSEMBLY this twenty
sixth day of November,
1949, do HEREBY
ADOPT, ENACT AND
GIVE TO OURSELVES
THIS CONSTITUTION.

Save the Constitution,
K Sambasiva RaoThis is how the people

of this country adopted,
enacted and gave to
themselves this
Constitution. Let us have
a look to analyse how
this country has been
moving after Narendra
Modi led BJP came into
power at Centre.

At a time when the
Constitution enters its
74th year, let us analyse
the objectives of the
Preamble and how they
are being implemented
and how much respect
the incumbent Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
government gives to the
Constitution. Let us also

analyse and find out how
the Constitution is being
d i s m a n t l e d .
Fundamental Rights,
that are one of the basics
of the Constitution are
getting destroyed, same
is with the enforcement
of directive principles.
Let us take a look at how
the objectives of
Preamble are destroyed.

1. Sovereignty: We
have martyrs in our
history who sacrificed
their lives to emancipate
India from the shackles
of the slavery and achieve
self governance, self
sufficiency and
sovereignty.

In the early days of
Independence in 1947,
our country had only five
public sector units. Few

years later the number of
units went up and the
country had nearly 400
units of public sector.
Even before Narendra
Modi came to power
India was one of the five
big economies of the
world, and was
following the path of self
reliance. Today the
government at the Centre
has been making laws to
serve the interest of
people like Adani,
Ambani and the
Corporate houses,
selling hard earned
public sector units as part
of the sale of entire
country at the cost of our

sovereignty and self
reliance.

The government has
identified four strategic
sectors. Among them are
atomic energy, space and
defence, transport and
telecommunications,
power, petroleum; coal
and other minerals,
banking, insurance and
financial services.
Government will have
bare minimum presence
in those four strategic
sectors. Majority shares
of those four sectors as
well as the rest of public
sector units would be for
sale as per the laws
enacted by the
Parliament. When entire
world had been in the
grip of ‘Melt down’,
starting from US in 2007-

8, we could withstand the
onslaught because of our
public sector units. Now
the economic policies of
the BJP to privatize and
disinvest all public sector
units have become
detrimental and great
threat to the sovereignty
of India.

S o c i a l i s m -
secularalism: During
Nehru era, mixed
economy was
introduced helping the
country to move ahead.
During the tenure of
Indira Gandhi, she had
introduced 42nd

amendment to the
Constitution in 1976 that
had incorporated the
words Secular and
Socialist in the Preamble.
This amendment was
introduced to make India
vibrant with communal
harmony and
secularism. Now the BJP
led government at the
Centre has been trying to
reverse aims and
objectives of the
preamble and make the
country dependent
upon multi-national
companies. NDA
government is
systematically trying to
drop the words ‘socialist’
and ‘secular’ from the
Preamble.

Narendra Modi has
been eagerly waiting to
replace the Constitution
with Manu Smriti. He
praises Ambedkhar and
Constitution, but also
tries to implement the
Varna Vyavastha,
propagated by Manu and
preached intensively by
people like Hedgewar
and Golwalkar of RSS.
The rulers at Centre will
encourage the people to
construct  temples for
Godse who was an
assassin of Mahatma

Gandhi, the symbol of
secular unity for us.  On
the other hand the BJP
leaders are trying to
hijack the name of
Gandhiji by intensively
quoting his messages.

They are even keen to
hijack the great humanist
Vivekanand for their
politics of votes.
Vivekanand is known for
human values and
communal harmony and
considered to be the
beloved son of Bharat
irrespective of caste,
creed and religion. In his
famous Chicago speech,
Vivekanand proudly
proclaimed that he
belonged to a country
called Bharat, which
embraced people from all
over the world who faced
fatal attacks in their own
mother lands and came
here seeking shelter.

   Attempts were
made to take away
Chhatrapati Sivaji also
who stood for
secularism. Sivaji had a
Muslim chief
commanding his army
and one third of the army
was recruited from
among Muslims. That
was the character of our
social fabric.

Some of the so called
Hindu religious people
recently convened a
Hindu Dharma Samsad
(Parliament) in
Allahabad where it was
resolved that the present
Constitution must be
replaced by Manu Smriti.
They also decided that
Kashi (Varanasi) of Uttar
Pradesh should be made
as the capital of India,
instead of Delhi. Though
the judiciary directed the
government to initiate

At a time when the Constitution
enters its 74th year, let us analyse

the objectives of the Preamble and
how they are being implemented

and how much respect the
incumbent Prime Minister

Narendra Modi government gives
to the Constitution.
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Save the Country
the criminal action
against them, the Central
government simply
overlooked the
directive. In another
incident, eleven
notorious criminals who
had raped a pregnant
Muslim woman and
killed seven people
including a three year
old, were acquitted after
getting life sentence. The
Gujarat government had
released all the eleven
convicts on a mercy plea
stating that they are the
people of good conduct.
They were accorded a
grand welcome and a
huge procession was
organised to honour
them. Defence minister
Rajnath Singh, supposed
to defend Constitution,
made an open statement
for deleting the words
secular and socialist
from Preamble.

Democracy
US president

Abraham Lincoln
emphasised in his best
known speech that “a
government of the
people, by the people,
for the people shall not
perish from the earth.
That means in a
democracy both power
and opposition should
entertwine with each
other. That is the beauty
of democracy. History
has proved that
democracy is the best of
all systems of
governance. After Modi
came into power he
changed the meaning of
the democracy. In the
guise of democracy it has
become a practise for the
Modi to topple the
popular governments
elected by the people
ruthlessly. Already in
eight states he overthrew
the popular

governments of non- BJP
parties. In the process he
used Central
government agencies
like ED, IT, CBI to
browbeat the opposition
MLAs and making them
surrender to the BJP to
facilitate the transfer of
power to the party that
rules at the Centre also.
Then there is the system
of having governors
which is misused
especially in the non-BJP
states, as is happening in
Kerala, Telangana,
M a h a r a s h t r a ,
Tamilnadu, Delhi,
Punjab and others.

Republic
Republic means a

state in which supreme
power is held by the
people and their elected
representatives rather
than monarch, powers are
not concentrated in any
individual. Keeping the
spirit of democracy in
mind our Constitution
framers divided the
powers as Union list,
state list and concurrent
list. Thus legislature,
judiciary, executive are
given specific powers in
their own domains, so as
not to encroach into the
powers of other
agencies. Against the
principle of the
Constitution Modi
government has been
dismantling the federal
system.  The Centre has
taken away the powers
unilaterally from the
subjects under
concurrent list like in
agriculture, electricity,
education, tax. It is done
in the name of one
religion, one language,
one tax, one election, one
nation, one party and
one country. The rulers
at the centre with the
support of Hindutva

religious forces are trying
to divide the society and
create autocratic
government with a
slogan of opposition
Mukta Bharat, Modi has
been making every
efforts to convert India
into a presidential rule.

Justice
The socio-economic-

political justice
mentioned in the
Preamble of the
Constitution is not at all
visible in the Narendra
Modi rule. While making
the privatization of all
government institutions
in the country, it is

systematically trying to
do away with the
reservations and also
with social justice. It was
only after continued
struggle that 44 labour
laws were passed and
now, the Modi
government has
replaced them with four
labour codes only. Modi
has not included any one
in the Cabinet from
Muslim community
which consists of fifteen
percent of total
population.

Liberty
The Constitution

offers fundamental rights
to all citizens such as
freedom of thought,
freedom of expression,
freedom of speech and
several others. The voice

of the opposition is being
silenced and
suppressed. BJP
government at centre
suppressed the freedom
of expression and speech
ruthlessly. The
rationalists like
Dabholkar, Com Govind
Pansare, Prof. Kalburgi,
Gowri Lankesh had been
killed barbarically for
their efforts to promote
rationalism and
awareness among the
people. The day of order
in Modi rule is to issue
orders to the people
about what should we
eat, what should we
wear, what faith we
should practise, what
language we should
speak. Then where is the

freedom in the country
as espoused by the
Constitution.

Equality
Inequality in the

country has increased
like never before after
passing 75 years of
Independence. Oxfam
India’s report released
recently states that the
richest one percent of
Indians own more than
40 percent than the
poorest 50 percent. The
wealth held by the top
five percent, 61.7 percent,
nearly 20 times greater
than the three per cent
held by the bottom half.
While providing lakhs of
crores to the corporate
houses like Adani,
Ambani in the name of
bail outs and economic

packages, government is
cruelly trying to do
away with subsidies
which are very minimal
compared to the loot of
richest. Even prime
minister himself is
making mockery of
subsidies calling them as
revadi culture and trying
to remove all subsidies
which have been a pillar
to promote equality at
least to some extent. In
the back drop of this we
should also note that as
per Global Hunger
index India ranks 107 in
2022, and lags behind
Pakistan, Bangladesh
and Nepal out of 121
countries. Under these
circumstances instead of
providing some benefits
to the poor people
making the poor further
poor by retrenching or
removing the regular
employees and
replacing them with
contract and outsourcing
workers with very
nominal wages making
them as bonded
labourers to corporates.

Fraternity
While inciting and

spreading religious
hatred among the people
of different communities
like Hindus, Muslims,
Sikhs and others, they ae
also attacking symbols of
religious harmony and
destroying diversity of
culture and country.
They intensive use social
media for this purpose
during election time.
Dismantling of the
objectives of
Constitution has become
common practice for the
BJP.

This is the need of
hour that we stand as a
pillar to keep the
integrity, sovereignty
and country united as
per the call given by our
CPI National Council to
protect the Constitution
and country as well.

The Constitution offers
fundamental rights to all citizens

such as freedom of thought,
freedom of expression, freedom of

speech and several others. The
voice of opposition is being today

silenced and suppressed.
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Discontent is a natural human trait.
Dissatisfaction in democracy defines the
underlying anti-incumbency. It leads to

bloodless,silent revolt of voters in the elections. BJP’s
victory in Gujarat elections belies this democratic
logic.

Success Secret of BJP in Gujarat Polls
S. Hanumantha

Reddy

Gujarat lags behind in
human development
indices like education,
health, poverty etc.
Discontent among the
poor, minorities,
tribals,farmers,agricultural
workers and the rural
people, prices of essential
goods and services, class
differences, caste and
religious hatreds are
increased. Income of the
poor is decreased. BJP
became a market party.
People’s participatory
small markets are
damaged. Corporates are
encouraged to penetrate
every small business. The
Prime Minister prophesied
that industrialists are the
creators of wealth. Land
reforms implementedlong
back in Kerala and West
Bengal are not initiated in
Gujarat. Value
education,health and
social relations
a r e s a f r o n i s e d .
Religiosityin enacted.
Introduction of Rs.2000
notes, demonetisation of
Rs.500 and Rs.1000 notes
institutionalisedcorruption
in Gujarat. Crony
C a p i t a l i s m u p g r a d e d
Gujarati business
magnatesas the world
class rich. In a pre-election
survey conducted by the
Centre for the Study of
Developing Societies,
Lokniti, 70 percent of
Gujarati voters said
corruption in Gujarat was
excessive, prices and
unemployment had risen.
As in states like Himachal
Pradesh, groupism
isincreased in Gujarat BJP.
In the hey days of Congress
party groupism was
rampant.In the same way
internal conflicts are
institutionalized in BJP
today. In fact, Modi himself

is a big gangleader. Anti-
incumbency factors
prevailing in Himachal
Pradesh are more in
Gujarat. Then how did BJP
win in Gujarat while it lost
in Himachal Pradesh?

Union and State
Election Commissions
favoured BJP with
unreliable decisions. Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) and
Congress chose soft Vedic
practices to counter BJP’s
Hindutva politics.
Congress lost 33 seats due
to the influence of AAP.
Congress did not
propagate clear election
message in
G u j a r a t . T h o u g h
undemocraticto declare
Chief Minister before
elections,Congressparty
did not propose a
competent chief minister
to counter Modi.(Members
of the majority legislative
partyelect their leader,
who will be the Chief
Minister)Congress did not
work seriously
i n t h e G u j a r a t
e l e c t i o n s . N a r e s h
Patelnoted leader of
Patidarsand Chairman of
Khodaldham Trust met
RahulGandhi in
Delhi.Rahul Gandhi
ignored him. Later,
Naresh Patel telephoned
Modi,who included
Patidarsin BJP. A.I.M.I.M.
criticized Congress. Did
not utter a single word
against BJP. People are
pushed into the
predicament of thinking
that BJP is better than the
other parties. Voters are
influenced by ideological
impulses rather than
material interests. Believed
lies and distorted
speechesastrue. Moved
away from the ideas of

resolving the crises.
Preferred old demon to the
new “gods”. The devil-
haters are divided among
themselves andweakened.

Among the Electronic
Voting Machines (EVMs)
bought by Modi
government, 19 lakhs are
missed. To a Right to
Information query,the
Election Commission
replied that it did not
haveinformation about the
missing EVMs. On
30.3.2022 Congress MP
Shashi Tharoorpointed
about these missing EVMs.
On 8.5.2022 H.K. Patil,
Congress party memberof
the Karnataka Legislative
Assembly requested the
Speaker of Karnataka to
resolve the issue of 19 lakh
missing EVMs. Besides
these, 5 lakhsmore EVMs
are missing. All these
EVMs are suspected to be
under misuse in favour of
the ruling BJP.In Gujarat
elections 12/13 percent
votes arepolled after 5
P.M. More than 31,000
votes were cast in each of
the 20 to 25 constituencies
after 5 P.M.For
example,35,700 votes in
Vadodara constituency
and 28,873 votes in Akota
constituency were cast.
Was this speedy voting
forced? Or natural?

Three-time Gujarat
Congress Chief Minister
Madhav Singh Solanki
achieved 149 seats in 1985.
Modi since long wanted to
break this record. Now
resorted to malpractices to
fulfil that dream. The result
is 156 seats. Opposition
parties requested the
Election Commission to
display the CCTV videos.
Willthe EC provide these
videos? With irregularly
a p p o i n t e d
Commissioners, the EChas
been favouring Modi.Will

it discharge its duties
properly now? Many
Gujaratis openly saidthat
the EC played the role of
Dhritarashtra. Present
incidences are part of new
experiment of Gujarat.
Multipurpose beneficial
project of Modi, sponsored
by the EC. Modi considered
Gujarat elections as
prestigious. With more
boasted Gujarat model
development, Modi was
nominated as the BJP’s
prime ministerial
candidate in 2014 general
elections. He became Prime
Minister by campaigning
the same lies. His loss in
Gujarat proves that the
Gujarat model is a fraud
and Modi lied.

There is unofficial
information that after the
polling, when the
representatives of all the
parties left, the EVMs in the
booths are replaced with
new EVMs that are loaded
with the votesin favour of
BJP.It is further suspected
that such replacements are
20 to 30 percent. It is
alleged that therewere
booth-capturing and
rigging after 5 P.M. It is
doubted the identification
numbers of EVMs were not
verified before
countingvotes. It takes 12
seconds to register one
vote in an EVM. Some time
is consumed by the voters
in reaching to and exiting
from the EVM. In Gujarat
elections,in the last hour
voting average
timetakenper vote
wasonly 3 seconds. Such
votes are responsible for
the victory of many BJP
candidates. The EC, at 10
o’clock on the day of the
election results,
announced that BJP was in
lead with 53 percent of
votes. How could
itconclude so early?As per
rules,number of votes cast
in 5 centres, in 2 percent
EVMs,in every
constituency should be

tallied with Voter Verified
Paper Audit Trials
(VVPATs). Results should
be declared only after
obtaining certificates to
that effect. It is not clear
whether this procedure
was followed in Gujarat
now.

VemuriHariprasad’s
team of NetindiaPvt. Ltd.
proved that the hardware
of EVMs can be changed
before voting.Thus, results
of elections will be altered.
In this context, the EC
decided that sample votes
should be cast for all parties
and compared with
VVPATs in the presence of
the agents of all parties on
the previous day ofvoting.
It isto confirm that EVM
isnot tampered and that
no secret votes were
registered for any party. In
case of doubt, the EVM
should be replaced. In
response to a writ petition
of RSSleader Subramanian
Swamy,the Delhi High
Court on 17.01.2012
ruledthat EVMs are not
tamper proof. In January
2019, EVM expert Syed
Shuja alleged that EVMs
can be hacked, and that
Prime Minister Modi and
the BJP central
government tampered
EVMs with the help of
R e l i a n c e
Communications. EVMs
were hackedin video press
conference in London. It is
alleged that former Union
Minister Gopinath Munde
was killed in June 2014
with a fearthathe would
reveal the facts of hacking
of EVMs. Had Munde been
alive, Modi’s treachery
would have been revealed
then itself.

Opposition should
unite in future elections.
People must be educated,
with democratic values,
tovote out BJP. It is to be
planned to get more votes
than Modi can get through
tricks and frauds.
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Beware, filmmakers and producers! The
country will now have a novel sort of censor
body called the Dharma Censor Board that

would monitor whether there is any content in
movies that insult Hindu gods or culture. This body
would call the shots, in terms of whether to screen
a movie or not. This bizarre decision was taken at
the Magh Mela Festival of Hindu saints in Uttar
Pradesh’s Prayagraj.

When Religious Sycophants Get To Review Movies!
 Geetha Nazeer

A 10-member censor
board has already been
framed for the purpose.
S a n k a r a c h a r y a
Avimuktheswarananda
was crowned as its
leader. Media expert
Suresh Manchand,
Supreme Court advocate
PN Mishra, Sanathana
Dharma spokesperson
Swami Chakrapani
Maharaj, film actor Mansi
Pandey, UP Film
Development Board vice
president Tharun Rathi,
Captain Aravind Singh
Baduwaria, Sanathana
Dharma specialists
Preethi Shukla, Gargi
Pundit and former
director of Archeological
Institute of India
Dharanweer are the other
members. One would
comprehend the gravity
of the threat to the cinema,
only when one realizes
who these ‘talented’
personalities are.

Avimuktheswarananda
claims to be the
Sankaracharya of the
Jyothir Mutt in
Badrinath, a dispute that
is yet to be resolved by the
court. Swami
S w a r o o p a n a n d a
Saraswathy had headed
Badri and Dwaraka, two
of the four mutts
established by Adi
Sankaracharya, and now
under the absolute
control of the RSS.
Following his death, two
people were unilaterally
declared as
S a n k a r a c h a r y a s .
However, the Govardhan
Mutt moved to the

Supreme Court against
this decision. It is during
such a scuffle that
Avimuktheswarananda
continues as
Sankaracharya, thanks to
the whole-hearted
backing of the RSS and
the BJP.

The communal stance
of former Sankaracharya,
S w a r o o p a n a n d a
Saraswathy was highly
controversial. This
establishment was the
mastermind that shaped
BJP’s hardliner stance on
issues like the beef ban,
revocation of Article 370,
actions against the Hare
Krishna movement, and
a ban on cow slaughter.
It was they who had
sought a CBI probe
against the movie ‘PK’.
The coronation of a
person who represents
such a school of thought
is a pointer toward the
innate character of the
board. PN Mishra is the
advocate who appears
for the Ram Temple
Construction council in
the Ayodhya case before
the Supreme Court.

The censor board –
comprising of the
proponents of Sanathana
Dharma, socio-cultural
activists who propagate
extreme hindutva views,
historians who
encourage rewriting of
history giving it a
communal edge, and
other right-wing activists
who want to set the stage
for a Hindutva nation -
has already targeted

Bollywood. They have
openly declared that this
r e l i g i o n - p r o t e c t i o n
mission will be led by the
Hindu Jagad Guru. The
appointment of Tarun
Rathi the vice president
of the Uttar Pradesh State
Film Development
Corporation as an
advisor to this Hindu
Communal Censor
Board is an
unconstitutional act that
does not bother them at
all.

The hidden motive
behind such a
development will
become evident if we
look at some of the recent
developments in
Bollywood. The film
‘PK’ where Aamir Khan
was the protagonist,
exposes superstitions
and illogical thinking
followed by the masses.
The film with its
humorously satirical
portrayal of exploitation
in the name of religion
naturally did not sit well
with intolerant Hindu
communal elements. We
also have before us the
horrendous experiences
faced by acclaimed
filmmaker Sanjay Leela
Bhansali and its lead
actress Deepika
Padukone during the
filming of ‘Padmaavat’.
The movie set was
vandalized and set
ablaze. Bollywood’s hit
film-maker and Padma
Shri awardee Sanjay
Leela Bhansali, with
movies like ‘Khamoshi’,
‘Hum Dil De Chuke
Sanam’ and ‘Devdas’ to
his credit was literally
manhandled by
communal hooligans of
the Karni Sena. The
movie was based on the
Sufi poetry of 16th-

century poet Malik
Mohammad Jayasi. The
Hindutva forces at work
in the country were
obviously irked. They
argued that ‘Padmavati’
was a Hindu queen and
hence portraying her
dancing in a dream
sequence amounts to
insulting Hinduism.
This was the reason
stated by the Karni Sena
for their grievous acts.
Only after the movie was
rechristened as
‘Padmaavat’ and the
dance sequences
changed, did the union
film censor board issue
its clearance. This was in
2016. There followed
numerous such
untoward incidents and
a slew of similar
episodes that go on to
reiterate how the basic
freedom of creative
expression is being
denied to moviedom in
India. ‘Lipstick Under
My Burqa’ by Alankrita
Srivastava, the Amazon
Prime web series
‘Tandav’, and the latest
in line, the BBC
documentary ‘India - The
Modi Question’ are just
a few of such examples of
gross exploitation of
creativity in the name of
religion. 

Fascist tendencies
prevalent in Pakistan
and other religious
nations seem to have
now spread to the Indian
media and cinema sector
too. The BJP has already
set the ball rolling in this
regard. Wannabe movie
giants like Mahaveer Jain
and Sandeep Singh have
already been given the
task to take control of
Bollywood. Efforts have
already begun to come
up with biopics on Godse
and Savarkar. As part of
this, the Prime Minister

huddled with A-grade
filmmakers in 2019. They
set off the new film
culture in motion by
launching the movie
‘Chalo Jeeteh Hein Modi’.

It was in 1951 that a
film censor board was
formed in the country. It
was given a new
direction by the
Cinematography Act of
1952. In 1983, this was
modified as
c o m p r e h e n s i v e
legislation introducing a
three-tier censor board
mechanism including an
appellate tribunal on
censor board decisions.
The three-tier system
consists of a monitoring
committee, a revision
committee, and finally,
the film certification
appellate tribunal. If a
director is not satisfied
with the censor board
decision or feels the
board decision was
unfair can approach the
review committee. If they
are denied justice there
then they can move to the
tribunal. However, if the
appellate tribunal also
takes an unfavorable
decision, then a legal
course of action is the
only way forward for
movie-makers in the
country. In such a
backdrop, making
cinema in India is already
a herculean task. With
the Dharma Censor
Board on the anvil, this
could end up as an even
bigger disaster. Dark
clouds now hover on the
cultural horizon of our
country. Any opposition
would lead to heads
rolling. Imagine what
would happen, if
religion reigns supreme,
even over those in power.
May such a scenario
never arise!
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e n v i r o n m e n t a l
regulations that enabled
him to buy up precious
national assets including
land, natural and
mineral resources,
factories and stocks  at
throw-away prices while
remaining mainly in the
sphere of speculation. He

never invested nor
involved in
manufacturing. All his
borrowed investments
were in shady
companies, speculation
and trading in stock
markets. Unproductive
capital investments to
generate quick wealth is
Adani’s Mantra. As
finance capital being

unproductive is chiefly
responsible for financial
crises like ‘Housing
bubble’ and resulting
global economic
meltdown in 2007.
Today, Adani’s assets
are becoming “toxic” in
the stock market, and are
facing massive selloff.
This in turn resulting in
huge losses to SBI and

Bursting Bubble of ...
From Page 03

that GO is condemned
by all parties and mass
organisations. Every
programme conducted
on behalf of people is
being stopped by
Jaganmohan Reddy
government. The
movement will continue
till the GO is withdrawn,
he said.

B V Raghavulu,
CPI(M) politbureau
member, J V
Satyanarayanamurthy,
state assistant secretary,
CPI, addressed a
meeting at Ambedkar

Half-naked Rally at ...
From Page 04

way of enhancing the
limit of deposit does not
translate into any big
benefit. Widening
Gender wage disparity
and dwindling women
employment rate is not
addressed.

GST exemption on
selected items only
reduces prices of non
essential commodities.
No relief to common man
who pays indirect taxes.

Budget talks to make
ease of doing business
simpler. It has to be seen
what are the
decriminalised areas and
sops offered to the
employers. It will be a hit
on the workers’ rights.

MSMEs are not
adequately addressed.

Budget 2023-24 ...
From Page 06 What is given by way of

enhancing guarantee is
too small for the huge
sector, that is the engine
of growth and
employment generator.

Budget is silent on
where the revenue is
generated from. No
attempt to increase tax
income by taxing the rich
and corporates. It talks of
more borrowings to make
up deficit. India’s debt
burden is already heavy
and further burden will
increase the debt
servicing load.   

Budget has totally
failed to uplift the human
and social
development.  It does
not address the crucial
issues of hunger,
poverty, unemployment,
that are all increasing in
dimension.

Following is the statement by AIKS General Secretary Atul Kumar Anjaan
on Union Budget 2023-24 released on February 2, 2023:

 Agriculture sector was expecting a better deal in the Union Budget
2023-24 for the betterment of the overwhelming population of the country.
The  budget of Union government has disappointed the rural India and
the marginalized section of the society. The gender budget is only nine
percent out of 45 lakh crore union budget. The BJP-RSS combine led by
Prime Minister Modi keep mentioning scheduled caste and scheduled tribes
and claim that they have got the highest post of President, belonging to
this community. The present Union Budget reveals that only 3.5 percent
of budget  is allocated for Scheduled Castes  which constitutes 16 percent
population. The same is true about ST population which accounts for 8.6
percent and a meager  fund of 2.7 percent is provided  in the budget.

The Prime Minister Narendra Modi uses high sounding words that his
government functions with a great responsibility. During the pandemic
devastation the people were not getting healthcare  from the government
side,  on the other hand budget 2023-24 speaks clearly that Rs. 9255 crores
of the last year allocations for health remain unspent. Likewise Rs. 4297
crores remained unutilised in the education in budget.

The fund allocated in the budget on agriculture has been reduced by
Rs. 8500 crores. It was never thought about the miseries faced by small,
marginal, poor, farmers and agriculture workers. No specific initiative to
bring down the agricultural input cost. The Union budget has not taken
care of nationwide farmers struggles held in 2022-23.  The written agreement
with the struggling farmers  made by the Union agriculture minister to give
Minimum Support Price of all  agricultural products has not been honoured.
The interest rate on agricultural loans has not been brought down and no
relief to farmers by assuring loan waiver schemes. The budget allocation
of the Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana  has been reduced by 31 percent. It is
strange that in this budget Price support and Market Intervention which
was allocated Rs.1500 crore  in the last budget is completely wiped out.

The same approach has been taken for PM-AASHA insuring MSP that
has been implemented to oust the practice in the MSP policies completely
removing the MSP.

AIKS general secretary, former Member of the National Commission
on Farmers (Dr. Swaminathan Commission) said that this budget can be
treated in rural India  like a hospital without drugs.

Union Budget is Like a Hospital
without Drugs for Rural Areas

LIC. Union government
should not try to rescue
collapsing Adani group
by offering ‘Bail outs’
from Union exchequer.
Eventually, the losses
would be born by crores
of small depositors.
Public should strongly
oppose any future
bailouts to rescue crony
capitalism from crisis.

 Trade unions and
people themselves

should fight against
neoliberal policies of
present government
against privatization of
public assets at throw
prices to crony capitalists
to avert possible financial
crisis  such as present
burst of Adani finance
bubble to protect
economy and common
people from resulting
shocks.

statue and demanded
withdrawal of GO No1,
They pointed out that
GO No 1 is contrary to
the provisions of the
Constitution.

K Ramakrishna
knocked the doors of
state high court and the
court has given stay
order. But Jaganmohan
Reddy approached the
Supreme Court without
completion of enquiry in
the high court. This is
another blow to
Jaganmohan Reddy
government.
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Diary of
International

Events
C. AdhikesavanThe toiling masses worldwide started

struggling for their mere existence. In
Greece also workers and farmers have come

up with their new demands. They have begun to
ask for their share in the natural wealth. The toiling
farmers and livestock farmers set up roadblocks
with tractors and agricultural machinery,
intensifying the struggle for their just and vital
demands. The blockades are set up in various places
throughout Greece, while the mass blockades in
the region of Thessaly stand out.

Toiling Farmers Struggle for Their Survival

The government
responded with police
forces that went so far as
to use chemicals and
batons. Among those
who were attacked was
Giorgos Lambroulis,
MP of the KKE, who was
on the side of the
struggling farmers.
Police repression cannot
stop them anymore.

Their immediate
demands include
the compensation of lost
income for those
products sold below cost
or where there were
difficulties in their
availability, reduction
of production costs and
minimum guaranteed
prices, which will
correspond to the cost of
production, while
ensuring a decent
income and affordable
prices of products for
popular consumption.
They also
demand protection from
natural disasters, with
the implementation of
all the necessary
infrastructure projects
and a change in the
regulation of the
Hellenic Agricultural
Insurance Organization
(ELGA), so that it insures
and compensates
production and capital
at 100 per cent, in an
immediate and just
manner.

The Organizations of
the KKE have been at the
side of the struggling
farmers since the very
beginning, with Party
delegations, cadres, MPs
and candidates visiting

blockades and rallies,
conveying their
unreserved support for
their just struggle.

Wave of strikes against
anti-worker draft

legislation in Britain
Solidarity is pouring

in for striking workers in
Britain from all over the
world particularly from

the Communist Party of
Venezuela (PCV). The
party has expressed its
solidarity with the
British working class and
labour movement in view
of the call for a new “wave
of strikes” on February 1
onwards.

National unions
grouped in the TUC
together with the
Communist Party of
Britain (CPB) and other
popular sectors seek to
confront the new
legislation of the
C o n s e r v a t i v e

government that looks to
limit the exercise of the
right to strike and
legalize the use of
strikebreaking scabs in
protests carried out by
workers in the health,
education, border
security, transport, fire,
rescue and nuclear
sectors. 

Workers are also
demanding wage
increases equal to or
higher than national
inflation in the face of a
sharp increase in
poverty and
precariousness in the
country. According to
information provided by
the CPB, organized
workers of
environmental agencies,
train drivers, airport

drivers and public
officials have joined the
millions of teachers and
professors who went on
strike from February 1,
2023. 

The PCV has called on
Venezuelan workers and
the Venezuelan labour
movement to raise their
voices in solidarity with
the British working
class. It is time to
advance in the unity of
the struggles of the
world’s working class
against the global
offensive of the
capitalists on our labour
and political rights. 

 Cuba reaffirms sup-
port to Brazil to fight

out the right-wing
elements

Brazil needs support
from international
community particularly
that of the Latin
American countries in
difficult hours stop the
rightist elements from
overthrowing the
democratically elected
government in Brazil.
Cuban President Miguel
Díaz-Canel spoke over
phone with his Brazilian
counterpart Luiz Inacio
Lula da Silva to reaffirm
his country’s support
ahead of right-wingers´
violent attacks to
destabilize his
government. Right-wing
elements have tried to
overthrow the elected

government.
Díaz-Canel has said

that “in a phone
conversation with my
brother president Lula, I
reaffirmed all our
solidarity towards him
and his government,
ahead of Sunday’s
violent incidents”, while
adding: “I ratified the
willingness to promote
and strengthen bilateral
ties for mutual benefits”.

After learning of
vandalism actions by
Bolsonaro´s supporters,
the Cuban leader and
other senior leaders and
institutions strongly

condemned these fascist
actions and reaffirmed
their support to the
Brazilian people.

Communist Party of
USA puts up a united

fight to save
democracy

The Communist Party
USA has taken note of the
current political
situation in the country
particularly the threat to
democracy and the path
that need to be taken in
order to combat and
defeat the danger the
nation is facing today.

The fight against the
fascist danger remains in
the forefront. Donald
Trump has failed in
attempt in November
but their eyes remain set
on the White House door.
And they’ve got almost
everything they need to
unlock it: unlimited dark
money; a right-wing
media network working
overtime; and, most
dangerously, a mass
movement. Let’s face it:
while damaged, the ex-
president remains a
force.

The MAGA faction of
the ruling class and a big
chunk of the broader
right-wing public still
support him. Of course,
it’s possible Trump
might be replaced by a
DeSantis or someone
else. But know this:
whoever becomes
MAGA’s public face and
possibly the next
president, we should
never underestimate the
danger they represent. As
party’s program points
out, what’s at play here
is a grab for control by one
section of the capitalist
class over all other
sections and over society
– that’s what January 6th
was all about.
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statement of the
declaration. Speakers, all
in one voice, reiterated
the imperative to act and
act very strongly to usher
in a political change in the
general elections of 2024.
The Central Trade
Unions vowed to carry
out pan India agitations,
including jatha
programmes and mass
campaigns. The
speeches delved deep
into the ills afflicting the
society, that included the
economy receding to
levels of recession,
increasing starvation
and poverty,
unemployment, job
losses – all the cancerous
menace sharply
contrasting with the
gleeful denial mode of

the Union government. It
was also pointed out in
the speeches that
Communalism was
being used to divide the

workers. Evidences of
the Oxfam reports of
widening inequality
were revisited to
establish the glaring
reality. The convention
did not miss out to throw

its light on the
Hindenburg research
report as an illustration
of crony capitalism.

The declaration ended

as below, sending its
exhortation to the crores
of workers to act with
resolve.

“The National
Convention of Workers,

reiterating their 14- point
charter of demands that
includes repeal of the four
labour codes,
withdrawal of all the

attempts to privatisation,
minimum wages of
Rs21000, Social Security
to all, against the
National Monetisation
Pipe line which project
the alternative to the

Call to Unleash Year ... entire gamut of the neo
liberal policy regime,
resolves in this direction
and proposes to organise
the following
programme;
 Month of March 2023

to May 2023 should be
devoted to organise
state, district, and
sectoral conventions

Jatha Programmes
from June onwards
 Jathas to culminate in

Mahapadavs from
August 9th ‘Quit India
day’
 Sectoral struggles to

be supported and
developed including
strike actions”

The convention has
blown the bugles for long
drawn struggles.

From Back Page
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– Compiled by C. Adhikesavan

Credit Suisse Group AG has stopped
accepting bonds of Gautam Adani’s group
of companies as collateral for margin
loans to its private banking clients, a sign
that scrutiny of the Indian tycoon’s finances
is growing after allegations of fraud by
short seller Hindenburg Research. 

The Swiss lender’s private banking arm
has assigned a zero lending value for
notes sold by Adani Ports and Special
Economic Zone, Adani Green
Energy and Adani Electricity Mumbai
Ltd., according to people familiar with the
matter, who asked not to be identified
discussing private information. It had
previously offered a lending value of
about 75% for the Adani Ports notes, one
of the people said. 

When a private bank cuts lending value
to zero, clients typically have to top up
with cash or another form of collateral and
if they fail to do so, their securities can be
liquidated. – Bloomberg.com,
February 1.

***
The Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) has

told the Delhi High Court that the PM
CARES Fund is not a “State” under Article

12 of the Constitution of India and does not
constitute as a “public authority” under
Right to Information Act, 2005. The affidavit
filed by the Under Secretary of PMO states
that the PM CARES Fund has been set up
as a Public Charitable Trust and that it is
not created by or under the Constitution of
India or the Parliament or any State
Legislature. “This Trust is neither intended
to be or is in fact owned, controlled or
substantially financed by any Government
nor any instrumentality of the Government.

There is no control of either the Central
Government or any State Governments,
either direct or indirect, in functioning of
the Trust in any manner whatsoever,” the
affidavit states. – livelaw.in, January 31.

***
Priyamvada Bharadwaj feels dis-

traught as she receives calls from

her colleagues about the anxiety over
losing their jobs. Bharadwaj, who has
been teaching Physics at Ramjas Col-

lege for 18 years, was among the many
displaced in the ongoing recruitment
interviews for permanent positions at

Delhi University’s colleges. As many as
13 other colleagues of hers from the

same department were also shown the
door. 

However, the spectacle of mass
displacements seems similar across
colleges under Delhi University, with
teachers alleging favouritism and
nepotism being prime factors in
appointments. The data collated by the
teachers’ organisations suggest that a total
of 304 serving teachers were displaced till
January 16 this month, with the largest
share coming from Laxmibai College,
Hansraj College and Ramjas College,
respectively. While Laxmibai College and
Hansraj College witnessed 58 and 49
displacements, Ramjas College saw the
exit of 38 serving teachers.

The present crisis at Delhi University
is rooted in the flawed practice of colleges
and departments in employing ad hoc
teachers to meet the needs arising from
abrupt leaves, maternity leaves and
untimely death. – newsclick.in, January
25.

***

Leaders of All India
Peace and Soli
d a r i t y

Organisation said that
world peace is essential
for better living. A
meeting was held at
Minerva hotel,
H i m a y a t n a g a r ,
Hyderabad on January
29 to felicitate Pallab
Sengupta on his election
as  International
president of World
Peace Council.

Thanking the
comrades for the
f e l i c i t a t i o n ,  P a l l a b
Sengupta stated that
without world peace,
development, social
Justice and better future
are impossible. Embargo
and imposition of
sanctions and frequent
threatening on
developing countries
like Cuba are facing many
hardships. He also has
expressed concern that
with the result of wars,
human expenses crisis is
being intensified. He has
also made it clear that
World Peace Council is

World Needs Peace: AIPSO
a recognised
organisation by United
Nations Organisation
and is working all over
the planet.

Countries which
believe in peace will
render international
cooperation but
Imperialist countries
encourage sanctions and
wars, illegal occupations
etc, Pallab Sengupta
observed. He demanded
that America should stop
sanctions against Cuba.

As living conditions in
Europe are
deteriorating, Ukrain-
Russia war has to be
stopped immediately

and issues be solved
through peaceful
negotiations.

In India fascist forces
are advancing and
attacks on democratic
forces are increasing. In
order to defend
democracy, rights and
social progress massive

battles have to be waged
peacefully. Finally, he
asserted that World
Peace Council will
awaken people all over

the world  by organising
programmes to stop
wars, protect the rights of
migrants and refugees
and save peace.

The meeting was
addressed by  K Yadav
Reddy  former MLC,
national president,
AIPSO,  Diddi Sudhakar,

national general
secretary, AIPSO, state
core committee member,
Aam Aadmi Party, KVL,
state general secretary,
AIPSO, Syed Azeez
Pasha, CPI national
council secretary, K
Ramakrishna, AP CPI
state council secretary,
Palla Venkata Reddy,
party national council
member, S Veeraiah,
state secretariat member,
CPI(M), Ravula
c h a n d r a s h e k a r ,
politbureau member
TDP, MRG Vinod
Reddy, vice president,
TPCC, P L Stinivas,
senior BRS leader, Metla
Jagan, vice president,
Loksatta, Bommagani
Prabhakar, National
general secretary, Indian
Association of Lawyers,
T i p p a r t h i y a d a i a h ,
Kacham Satyanarayana,
Nageshwer Rao,
R a g h u p a l ,
U m a m a h e s h w e r ,
Gurubachansingh Singh,
R a k e s h s i n g h ,
Jaganmohan Rao, Karra
Nagesh, Nagi Reddy.

- Ram Narsimha Rao

WPC president Pallab Sengupta being felicitated
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West Bengal

February 05-11, 2023

In a nation wide convention held in New Delhi
on January 30, 2023, the active conglomeration
of ten Central Trade Unions and sectoral

national level unions and associations sent a stern
message to the BJP government that the working
people in India are done with the outrageously anti-
people, anti- worker policies of the Union
Government and have resolved to fight for a
political change. The convention, in a unanimously
adopted declaration gave out a call for a year long
programme to reach out to the people to expose the
destructive policies of the government.

CTUs Demand End of Anti-people Policies

Call to Unleash Year long Agitations

The convention was
presided over by a
presidium that included
Amit Yadav from
INTUC, Binoy Viswam,
MP from AITUC, Raja
Sridhar from HMS, Dr K
Hemalatha from CITU, R
Parashar from AIUTUC,
G R Shiv Shankar from
TUCC, Lata Ben from
SEWA, K K Bora from
AICCTU, Rashid Khan
from LPF and Shatrujit
Singh from UTUC.
Speakers from the ten
Central Trade Unions
who addressed the

gathering were Ashok
Kumar Singh, Vice
President, INTUC,
Amarjeet Kaur, Genreral
Secretary, AITUC,
Harbhajan Singh,
General Secretary, HMS,
Tapan Sen, General
Secretary, CITU,
Rajinder Singh, member,
Working Committee,
AIUTUC, K Indu
Prakash Menon,
President, TUCC, Sonia
George, member,
National Council,
SEWA, Rajiv Dimri,
General Secretary,
AICCTU, Shanmugam,
General Secretary, LPF

and Ashok Ghosh,
General Secretary,
UTUC.

The day of January 30,
when the father of our
nation was assassinated
by the rightist forces, bore
a distinct significance to
hold this convention
which vowed to save
India and its
Constitution from the
communal and pro
corporate RSS-BJP
combine. Painfully
drawing the paradox to
the cruel reality that
those in power are
eulogising Nathuram

Godse, the killer of
Gandhiji, Amarjeet Kaur
said that it is the
paramount duty of the
workers of India to
protect the secular and
pluralistic India that was
conceived and created by
the Mahatma. She
moved the resolution
paying homage to the
Rashtrapita Mahatma
Gandhi. The house
observed silence for two
minutes in his Honour.
Then the convention
began.

Constitution Club
annexe was bursting at

the seams with more
than 1500 workers,
mostly leaders of Trade
Unions from across the
country. Representatives
from the sectoral trade
unions of banks,
insurance, state and
central public sector,
postal, telecom, defence,
teachers’ associations
among others were
present. Almost all the
workers from the
organised/formal and
the unorganised/
informal sectors, all
those mentioned in the
declaration adopted,
were represented.  The
pain and anguish of the
working people of India
transforming into a
justified rage was
seemingly evident in the
zealous response of the
audience to the addresses
of the leaders from the
dais. There was
brimming hope and
confidence that the
moment has come to rise
and act.

“Change your
destructive policies. Or
Leave!” was the categoric

Vahidha Nizam

On Page 14

AITUC general secretary Amarjeet Kaur addressing the convention

A view of the participants
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